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Oil on canvas, 214 × 412 cm
Museo dell’Opera Metropolitana
del Duomo, Sienna (Italy)

In 1308, the workers of the Duomo in Sienna turned
to the painter Duccio di Buoninsegna to realize a
majestic Madonna surrounded with saints, with a
Passion of Christ painted on the back. The 9th of
June 1311, the polyptych was completed and was
shown for the first time in the dome of the cathedral. Its dimensions, about 5m in both width and
height, make it one of the biggest polyptyque from
Trecento.

La Maestà di Duccio

Although during the XVIIIth century it was cut, dispersed and split to the point where it lost part of
its meaning, the central cycle about the Passion
remained intact and cohesive. Made of 26 pannels,
it is to this day one of the most complete testimony from this period that can be seen. Thanks to its
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iconographic language and syntax, it is one of the
most accomplished work of Italian primitive painting. La Maestà can be read like an open book, with
characters that are to be found from one chapter
to the other thanks to their physical and clothing
characterization, and shows a global meaning despite being made of micro-stories that can be read
independently.
Art historians have insisted on Duccio’s precision
in the story’s construction, even though they don’t
all agree on how it should be read. Indeed, even
though Duccio created a rational and well thoughtout frame to the story’s development, he left some
space inside the frame to a form of narrative profusion, open to all combinations and digressions…

Reading direction
The polyptyque is divided in length, in two horizontal parts
of equal dimensions. It is read from the bottom to the top,
and from left to right.
The Passion is a story that is composed of different chapters, (which happen one after the other or sometimes
simultaneously), an ending, a “before” and an “after” that
represent a pledge and a sign of hope for believers.

1.

Entry into Jerusalem

2.

Washing of the Feet

3.

The Last Supper

4.

Christ taking leave of the Apostles

5.

Pact of Judas

6.

Agony in the Garden

7.

Christ taken Prisoner

8.

Jesus brought before Anna

9.

Peter denying Jesus

10.

Christ before Caiaphas

11.

Christ mocked

12.

Christ accused by the Pharisee

13.

Pilate’s first interrogation of Christ

14.

Christ before Herod

15.

Christ before Pilate again

16.

Flagellation

17.

Crown of thorns

18.

Pilate washing his hands

19.

Way to calvary

20.

Crucifixion

21.

Deposition

22.

Burial

23.

Three Marys at the Tomb

24.

Descent into Hell

25.

Noli me Tangere

26.

Road to Emmaüs
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Synopsis

Andy Guérif proposes a live-action adaptation of La
Maestà: the story of Passion is shown in 26 successive panels, from the Entry into Jerusalem to the Road
to Emmaüs.

In 2007, Andy Guérif directed Cène, a thirty minutes
film where actors create their own costumes on stage,
and build the setting in which they end up freezing,
thus recreating the pose in the painting. The result
is a copy of the Last Supper painting by Duccio di
Buoninsegna, the pré-Renaissance Italian master,
on his polyptych about the Passion of Christ

Production
notes

With Maestà, Andy Guérif searches for a new way to
work on painting and cinema. This time he works on
the entire polyptych: 26 panels that split the screen
like small windows. They animate one by one, sometimes simultaneously; characters evolve in these
spaces according to the story. At some point, each
sequence stops: the actors strike a pose (the moment
painted by Duccio), then they get back to their activities, or leave the shot to appear somewhere else in
the painting. When all scenes have been played, the
completed polyptych is shown in its entirety, brought
to life.
Between each filming session, the director created
the setting for the next scene: his studio was small
and could only fit one at a time, so every setting was
destroyed after having been used. The lack of perspective made it impossible to give an exact restitution,
so the director and his actors had to create settings
that were physically “absurd”.
This creative system, which consists in building a
piece of art with modest means, reflects the author’s
intentions: to take up the challenge of working on
one of the best work from Trecento on a shoestring
budget. This cinematographic and pictorial journey
started in 2008 and ended in June 2015.
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behind the table. Only the top of their heads, as well
as their aureoles, are visible. People seat at the table,
on the right of the forefront: Andrew, Simon and Jude.
Then on the left: Judas and James the Greater. Behind
them, alternatively left and right: Jesus, James, Peter,
Bartholomew, James the Lesser, Mattew, Thomas
and Philipp. A servant arrives, with plates in her hands,
which she puts on the table. Some of the dishes fall
because of the table inclination. The meal is eaten in
silence, and only Jesus is not hungry. He is lost in his
thoughts. The other guests stop talking, they look at
him interrogatively. Jesus sadly gives a piece of bread
to Judas, which symbolizes the betrayal he about to
commit*.

Excerpts from
the scenario
The asterisk (*)
corresponds to the moment painted by Duccio.
The scenes played simultaneously
are shown in brackets.

(5 — Pact of Judas:
A small group arrives in the middle of the stage
and seems to be plotting something).

1 — Entry into Jerusalem
A child comes out of the city. He’s busy playing with
what he founds on the floor, when suddently he sees
something (out of the shot scope); a great joy shows
on his face. He retraces his steps while screaming.
Soon, the entire city is filled by a happy crowd, and
the cause of all this appears: Jesus and his apostles.
People get moving: some climb to the trees to pick
some olive branches, others take care of giving them
to everyone. A big celebration starts in the City. A child
drops a red sheet before the feets of the travelers*,
who enter Jerusalem with the crowd around them.

All the apostles are flabbergasted and look suspiciously at Judas. Without a word, Judas gets up and
in anger throws the piece of bread that Jesus offered
him on the table. He leaves the set by the right side.
The rest of the assembly watches him leave, except
Jesus who stays lost in his thoughts. Once the traitor
is gone, the diner starts again, but the guests have lost
their appetite. With Jesus’ agreement, everyone quits
the table and leave by the right side exit.
4 — Christ taking leave of the apostles

2 — Washing of the feet

Jesus and his apostles enter the stage by the right
side. The apostles seat at the feet of Jesus, who faces
them, seated on a wood bench. Jesus announces that
their separation is near*. A sad feeling floats around
the group.

In the room, we can see a carafe of water, a bowl as
well as some towels. Jesus and his apostles appear
by the door on the left. They settle in, some of them
wait for servants to wash their feet. Time goes by,
and nobody shows up. So Jesus makes a move: he
takes off his drapery, ties an apron around his waist
and then kneels in front of Peter, who feels ashamed*.

(5 — Pact of Judas:
Judas joins the group).

(5 — Pact of Judas:

After a moment of reflexion, Jesus gets up and tells
the apostles to imitate him. They accomplish this "last
will" and then leave the shot by the right hand exit. [...]

Two people in anger walk across the stage,
from left to right).
Once Peter’s feet are washed, everyone gets up and
leaves by the right side door. Jesus puts his drapery
back on and follows the group.
3 — The Last Supper
Some characters appear from the left side door,
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Interview
with
Andy Guérif

The starting point of my films is always a picture. The only creative way
for me is to start from an existing picture and try to reproduce it differently. Its a de-construction exercise which aims to build and see the
picture in a new way.
What was the idea behind Maestà?
At first, I wanted to do a film in split screen where all the images could
move at the same time. I had in mind the novel by Georges Perec, Life
a User’s Manual (La Vie mode d’emploi), which describes the life
inside a building from which the facade would have been taken off.
I liked the omniscient view it gave to the reader, so I imagined a film
where different actions would be playing simultaneously and interacted with each other.
The polyptych format quickly became obvious, it helped me to build
the linearity of the story. I needed an explicit and complete narrative.
I dismissed the short ones and those that had ellipses. Soon I came
back to Duccio’s Maestà. I had just shot Cène, in which I worked on
the representation of space during the Trecento but not on the dramaturgy of the Last Supper. Maestà was an occasion to fully experience
the dramatic power of the Passion: betrayal, judgement, crucifixion...
it’s very powerful.

How did you discover Duccio’s altarpiece?
During my last year at Beaux-Arts, during a trip to Italy planned by the
school. We were housed at San Gimignano, to visit Tuscany. That’s
where I discovered that art existed prior to the XXth century! Of course
I couldn’t unscramble Duccio’s polyptych on my own, but the image,
through its composition, its complexity and chromatic harmony, captivated me already. Even though it has lost its religious signification, it
keeps a strong recollection power that impressed me.

Why did you choose to systematically show what comes
before and after each panel of La Maestà, in particular the
entrance and exit of each character?

What’s your relation to primitive painting?
Outside Duccio’s La Maestà in Sienna, I’ve also been profoundly
influenced by the works of Fra Angelico in San Marco, the Deposition
from the Cross by Pontormo in Santa Felicita, and the works of Rosso
Fiorentino in Volterra. Primitive painting has become my main entry
point in art history, the start from which I understood afterwards
what came before it (Byzantine and Paleochretian art, the portraits of
Fayoum...) and after it (Renaissance, mannerism, Baroque, and everything else until today). For instance, I could say that I read the ceiling
of the mausoleum of Galla Placidia or an installation by Yayoi Kusama
through their relationship to the Scrovegni chapel painted by Giotto.

What I wanted was to show the path of the characters, from the beginning to the end of the entire polyptych.
Yet the pictural dimension is very present, and it seems to
strugle with the story: each panel has to freezes to fit the
pose of the altarpiece...
There’s been a shift of focus from the story to the painting itself. I think
the project evolved by itself to address very practical questions. At the
beginning I thought I could shoot the film in real settings; I even started
doing identifying castles, caves etc. But quickly I realized that working
on ligh and framing would be impossible, and the color would never
match what I wanted. So I started building the setting myself, and at
this point the primitive painting imposed its constraints. La Maestà
became the subject of the film in itself.

Can you tell us about the shorts you did before Maestà?
Why are you running…? is a re-writing exercice of a scene from
Vertigo by Alfred Hitchcock in a sequence short filmed in fixed
camera. The action is no longer written during the editing, through the
alternance of the shots, but instead by moving actors and elements
from the setting inside the shot. Thus the value of the plan is modified
as the action progresses.

How did you build the setting?

Then I shot Cène. The film lasts thirty minutes and shows the making
of the setting and the embodiement of the Last Supper based on
Duccio’s work in its Maestà. One again I shot it as a sequence shot
with fixed camera.

We did the shooting in the studio I had for my previous films, which is
quite big. I built almost all the settings there. I used my father, who is
the same size as Jérôme Auger (who plays the Christ) as a reference to
estimate the size of the setting: it had to be proportional to the size of
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“

The only
creative way for
me is to start
from an existing
picture and try
to reproduce it
differently”

I started I still had the setting from Cène, so I started by shooting the
scenes with the apostles. I casting among my relatives, most of the
extras are friends, and then friends of friends. My family of course was
also involved, because at least you know you can count on them at the
last moment. For instance, when an old man with a white beard tells
you that he can’t come to the shooting only two days in advance, he’s
very hard to replace; so physical appearance became the n°1 criteria!
Finally, since everyone worked for free, people could only come to the
studio on Sundays... So that’s how the shooting took 7 years...
How did you manage the crowd of extras?
Before starting the shooting of a panel, I gave each extra a brief explanation of what he was supposed to do during the scene. But afterwards
I did not really direct them, because the constraints due to the setting
and their trajectories forced them to find an empirical solution each
time. For each panel, an entrance and an exit were planned: some of
the extras entered by the left side and exited by the right, others did
the contrary, and everyone got mixed up in the middle. So each actor
had to figure out how to move inside such a crowded space, and then
how to leave on the correct side and in the right order - to preserve
the logic of the story.
To help the actors in finding the right movements, we started the rehersals by making them pose according to Duccio’s painting. Starting from
there, they walked backwards to find the best possible path to follow
when they had to enter the stage. The same was done for the exits.
Then, during the shooting, there were people on the sides of the stage,
whispering and guiding them to find the good path and freeze at the
same time.

the character in the painting. Then I verified visually if it seemed right,
and I made some regular checks by placing a transparent picture of
the painting on the shot, using Photoshop. It was very important to get
the setting right, because it created these "absurds" constraints for the
movements of characters in the picture, just like for instance the building in Mon Oncle by Jacques Tati, which constraints the movement
of M. Hulot and turns his moves into a real event.

How could you make sure that the pose in the middle of the
stage would match the image painted by Duccio?
I had to find some strategies. For the characters of which you could
only see the head, for instance, if they looked in the right axis it was
enough to fit the original picture. For those who had to hold a specific posture, they had to find it quite early and then not move during
the lenght of the shot. Some of the extras simply repeated the same
movement until the painting froze... Anyway, by respecting the colors
and settings of Duccio’s painting, the final composition could not be
wrong! Carefully replenishing the scene allowed me to find a quality
of picture that I could never reach otherwise. The drapery has such a
chromatic harmony that I could move the characters inside the frame
without unbalancing the picture. But you know in the end it’s not really about spotting the differences…

On the shooting of Cène for instance, I had to keep the cutlery in place
on the table, which was inclined at 60 degrees. The apostles in the
upper side were bended on their chairs. Finally, to respect the lack
of perspective in the painting, I had to use the depth of the panels,
which distorts the vision of objects depending on their distance to the
camera. So the panels could have between 2 and 8,5m of depth, and
between 4 and 7m of width depending on the cases. The camera was
on the other side of the studio, at about 15m on the ground.
The shooting took 7 years. How it that possible?
We could only work on one setting at a time; afterwards we had to destroy it to leave space for the next one. Simply putting them together
and then disassembling them was already a very long process. When

How many attempts did it usually take to complete a panel?
About twenty. The first twelve were mean to get everyone ready, to
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“

Carefully
replenishing the
scene allowed me
to find a quality
of picture that I
could never reach
otherwise.”

put things in motion. The film can seem slow from the point of view
of the spectator, but in the studio there was always someone shooting "Faster! Faster!". When you look at it precisely, the characters are
never at rest, they are always moving around and rushing across the
stage. When you work with so many people in such tiny settings and
small exits, it becomes very hard to make people leave the stage quickly. Even passing through a door becomes difficult. The extras had a
lot of things to do and there was no time to lose.
In Maestà the artificial effects are very obvious, for instance
we can clearly see the setting is made of cardboards. Why did
you choose to make the tricks so visible?
I think we can already see that in Duccio’s work, because he works
in a very empiric way: the mathematical, retinal credibility of the picture is undermined by the legibility of the story. In Pilate washing his
hands and the Flagellation, Duccio chooses inaccuracy in favor of a
clear and transparent figuration of events. For instance, the arm of
Pilate is shown before a pillar, whereas he is supposed to be standing
on a stage behind it.

from one panel to another, because places cannot be perceived by
superimposition, only through juxtaposition. With this kind of linear
editing I had, I think, two options: either I left a trace of the passage
of the characters in each panel, or I left the setting empty. The first
solution didn’t seem convincing to me because it induced that the picture would become more and more crowded as the story unfolds, thus
becoming less and less clear to read. The general composition would
also have been greatly affected.

In the film, I wanted to physically experience the image and story
created by Duccio, without any post-production effects. But depending on the problems of action and space, it was sometimes hard to
hide how the picture was built. For the scenes with Pilate, for instance,
I had no choice but to use a flabby pillar. It allowed me to reveal the trick:
the pillar is not supporting the structure of the setting, it’s only here
for the composition of the image. However for the Crucifixion, even
if the ropes and the shadows of the crosses are visible, I worked with
the actors to make sure the hanging machines and snap hooks were
very discrete so that the spectator could stay focused on the action.

Some scenes are also happening simultaneously in the story.
There are four types of simultaneity, that match different types of meaning. First, there is the temporal simultaneity: the Last Supper and the
Pact of Judas happen at the same time in the story, so we see both of
them side by side. Then there’s the spatial simultaneity, when scenes
happen in the same space at different times. This resolves the difficulty
I evoked which if for the spectator to superimpose two identical places.
In the film, it’s true for the Crucifixion and the Deposition for instance.
The third use of simultaneity is to connect two shots: while the characters come out of a panel, they start apparearing in another one. This is
linked to the imperatives of the story, for instance between the Entry
into Jerusalem and the Washing of the feet. Finally, there’s an exception: the Burial is shown continuously during the entire film, because
it allows me to break the linearity of the story and to have some interaction between panels, so that the eye can sometimes move out of
the story of Christ.

The film progresses from panel to panel according to the
story. Why preserve this linearity?
I wanted to question the formal limits of the picture and the inconsistencies it can induce in the narration. Duccio had no choice but to show
the acts one after the other, while some of them happen at the same
time (like the Pact of Judas, the Last Supper and Christ taking leave of
the apostles). For the Mount of Olives, the movement of Christ is shown
through a double apparition that allows to condense the story. So each
scene is not meant to be read as the same narrative unit.
Even if the film medium corrects some of the nonsense inherent to the
static image, it still has its own limits that also deconstruct the story. In
particular, the scenes that happen successively in the same place are,
in Duccio’s painting, understandable because we mentally place them
on top of each other. In the movie, we are forced to move the characters
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The sound in the film is mainly noise, a continuous uproar in
which we sometimes perceive some words.

the only subject from the Passion that could be read autonomously.
Furthermore, its dramatic power was meant to exalt devotion and
piety. Finally, it allowed to open the film on a narrowed and central shot
that slowly reveal, through a zoom-out, the whole painting. There is
something breathtaking in revealing all the panels this way.

At first I thought the story could be told simply through the pictures and
the presence of actors. La Maestà is a painting full of characters, so
in my view the sound had to be the noise from the crowd. Morever, the
imaginary distance that exist between the spectator and each panel
doesn’t make it realistic to have a clear understanding of the dialogs.

Do you intend to show Maestà outside theaters?
I’m goint to work on a new version, where all the sequences will be
shown together. I want to build a non-linear editing which could work
by itself.

However, if I found the contrast between the beauty of the pictures and
the harshness of the sound, the film lacked some audible words and
sentences to revive the story, to get out of the exhaustion provoked
by the boise, or simply to help the general public to understand what
is shown. Also sometimes there’s a particular figure which emerges
inside the picture, for instance Pilate. To be able to notice it, one needs
to hear it. So we recorded new, clearer voices, that were added to the
original sound track - although with parsimony.
The dialogs are not from the New Testament. There’s a clear
change that took place during the swith to orality...

“

The film can
seem slow at first
sight, but in fact
the characters
are never at rest,

they’re always
moving aroung.”

The scriptures are not easy to learn, and sound strange. I wanted the
extras to feel at ease with the text, not to let it get the upper hand on
the action and the precisions of the moves. What mattered to me was
to preserve the meaning of the text; beyond that, everyone was free to
freely adapt the dialogs. I simply made sure there was no anachronisms
that would make the spectator feel uneasy and would lose his focus.

“

There is
something
breathtaking in
revealing all the
panels through a
zoom-out.”

The film, be it through pictures or sound, can have a trivial aspect - even
a comical one. I’m comfortable with it, because I think it comes in part
from the cinematic representation of the spaces painted by Duccio.
For instance, all the doors are too small as compared to the size of the
bodies, so the setting looks absurd. Likewise, when a panel keeps filling with characters, it can seem absurd and almost look like a joke, but
I’m not adding anything to the original image.
The film opens on the Crucifixion. Why?
First I wanted to respect what seemed to be the reading order of the
altarpiece. Even though the story is told chronogically, the composition
makes the eye start with the Crucifixion. In its original form, the base
of the Christ cross is certainly the center of the painting. And because
of its dimension and spatial situation, the Calvary remains the entry
point of the polyptych. I also wanted to isolate the Crucifixion and to
affirm its special status. Indeed, except maybe for the Last Supper,
which was painted a fresco in religious refectories, the crucifixion was
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Building the set of the first
panel: Entry into Jerusalem
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1 - In primitive painting, only the characters in the forefront are com-

pletely visible; those behind don’t have bodies, one can only see their
faces in the background. For the Christ before Anna, despite the
several « hold closer! » injonctions, David, Philippe and Fabien remain
off-camera. We’ll only see 19 of the 22 characters, and 19 pairs of legs
instead of 8.

2 - Two days before the shooting of the Pact of Judas, the setting is

not yet lighted for the shooting, but already seems quite flat. The shadows on the objects are painted, but the drop shadows are absent from
the Trecento paintings and have to be erased with the lighting, for instance here on one of the pillar in the logia.

3 - Since actors can’t move much due to the lack of space, their order

Notes
from the
shooting
by
Andy Guérif

of entry is hugely depending on the future position of characters at the
moment painted by Duccio. The set being only 7m large, for larger settings (for instance here, the Mount of Olives) the actors have to stick to
the wall so they can enter and leave without appearing in the corners.
1

2

3

4

5

6

4 - For the Pact of Judas, 34 persons need to stand... on only 8 usable

m². For Emmanuel Rodriguez (Judas, in the center), who enters last in
the shot, it’s a real problem to find his way between the foreground
characters and the limits of the shot, without falling in or outside the
set. For this 7th panel, the synchronisation between noise and silences
was accomplished with astonishing ease by the actors.

5 - In Duccio’s painting there is an incredible liveliness and harmony
between colors. By cropping on the drapery, we could easily think of
the wonderful visitation by Jacopo Pontorno (located in the church of
San Michele de Carmignano) or of a detail from the Le Perugin’s Virgin
(at Museum of Fine Arts in Caen).
6 - For the panels of La Maestà which animate simultaneously, movements have to be synchronized. Here we can see Élise and Séverine,
standing on chairs. Stopwatch in hand, they give the right rhythm to
the actors off-camera, telling them when to enter and leave the shot,
when to pause to match the painting, when to play something that will
match something else in another panel. In the center, Enzo does the
clapperboard, and Élodie on the background is about to animate the
puppet rooster.
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Biography

Born in 1977, Andy Guérif is a moviemaker and plastic artist who graduated from the fine arts school of Angers in 2001. The same year he
shot Portraits d’édudiants, a series of five-minutes films. In 2002, he
directed his first short, Why are you running?..., in which he revisits a
cult scene from Vertigo as a sequence-shot, to question its making. In
2006, Cène announces Maestà: the film is focused on a single panel
of the polyptych (the Last Supper), and shows the settings being built
by actors, who then freeze exactly in the pose of the painting.
Andy Guérif also published Le code de l’art (Palette, 2013), in which
he has fun associating road signs with art masterpieces. Maestà,
the Passion of the Christ, which started in 2008 and was finished
in 2015, is his first long feature.

Cène

2007 - 30’ – DV
Grand prix in French competition - FID Marseille 2007

Why are you running…?
2002 - 5’15 - DV
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Extras
Adrien ALBERT | Julien ALEHAUSE | Damien ALLEMAN | Christophe AMY | Maxime ARRIVE
| Simon ASTIÉ | Vincent ASTOUL | Élise AUDECON | Antonin AUGER | Jérôme AUGER | Jules
AUGER | Roman AUGER | Edward BARAN | Xavier BARBARIT | Stéphanie BAUDOUIN-GOUJON
| Estelle BAUSSIER | Léon BEGAUD | Niels BEHNING | Emmanuel BEIGNET | Olivier BELOUIN |
Paul BÉNÉTEAU | Xavier BENOIST | Anthony BERNARD Nicolas BERSON | William BERSON |
Nicolas BERTHOUX | Michel BIDET | Marc-Antoine BILLEAU | Mathieu BINEAU | Ninon BINEAU
| Antoine BIROT | Guillaume BOISSINOT Louis BOUDET | Ludo BOUGET | Allain BOULEY | Tristan
BOUREAU | Alain BOUSSEMARD | Sophie BOUVET | Damien BRACQ | Soren BRACQ | Nicolas
BRUN | François BRUNET Serge BRUT | Sébastien BUKOWSKI | Alain CANCIONILLO | Brice
CANTINEAU | Caroline CARE | Sébastien CART | Dieudonné CARTIER | Laurent CASSIN | Florent
CESBRON | Enzo CHANTEUX | Serge CHANTEUX | Bernard CHAUVET | Yves CHOUIN | Christian
CHOUTEAU | Thomas CLÉMENCEAU | Christophe COCHIN | Claude COLAS | Séverine COQUELIN |
Fred COSSET | Manuel COSSET | Sylvain COTTENCEAU | Charles COUTUREL | Charly CRASNIER |
Félix CRASNIER | Nicolas CRASNIER | Sébastien CRASNIER | Lionel DA ROSA | Yvan DAVY | Mathieu
DELALLE | Marc-Antoine DELANNE | Patrice DELORY | Fabien DONEAU | Lisao DONEAU | Thelma
DONEAU | Lili DRELON | Thomas DRELON | Alain DUBOIS | Thomas DUFOUR | Alain DUPONT
| Antoine DUPONT | Stanislas FOUCAULT | Vincent FRIBAULT | Guy FRIBO | Yoachim FURON |
Patrice GABORIAU | Jacob GARET | David GARNIER | Martin GENDRE | Yoan GENTILHOMME |
Benoît GERARD | Anita GOHAUX | Audrey GOHAUX | Jean-Gabriel GOHAUX | Kevin GOREAU | Simon
GROSSIN | Andy GUÉRIF | Anna GUÉRIF | Damien GUÉRIF | Germain GUÉRIF | Ludyvine GUÉRIF |
Madeline GUÉRIF | Marinette GUÉRIF | Noé GUÉRIF | Philippe GUÉRIF | Sébastien GUÉRIF | Yoann
GUÉRIF | Yvonnick GUÉRIF | François GUILLEMENT | Andrée GUINDON | François GUINDON | Louis
GUINDON | Laurent GUITTEAU | Céline HART-LEMONNIER | Yan HART-LEMONNIER | Clémence
HENRY | Jean-Luc HÉRAULT | Roger HOGDAY | Jérôme HOYAU | Antoine HUCHIN | Yves HUITRIC
| Catherine JEAN | Philippe JEAN | Jean-Loïc | Monique JOSSE | Pierre JOSSE Yannick JOUAN |
Nicolas JOURDAIN | Julien JUPILE | Arsène JUTEAU | Alexander KAMMER | Alex KAZAZIAN | Théo
KAZAZIAN | Stefan KOTTER | Romain LAUNAY | Patrice LE THERY | Brice LEDUC | Jean-François
LEDUC | Alain LEPAROUX | Julien LERAY | Nina LERAY | Nicolas LORIEUX | Olivier MACE | Alain
MANCEAU | Edouard MANCEAU | Camille MANCY | Grégory MARKOVIC | Regis MARTEL | Sébastien
MATEGOT | Delphine MAULION | Nicolas MESLIEN | Aurélien MEYER | Swann MOLLE | Nicolas
MONTECOT | Aurélien MOREAU | Emmanuel MORICE | Pierre MORILLE | Anthony MORINEAU |
David NYLS | Sonia OLIVIER | Gautier PALLANCHER | Lohengrin PAPADATO | Remy PARIS | Julien
PARSY | Jean-François PASQUIER | Jérémy PAUGU | Violaine PAUL-AZARD | Joseph PAULIN | David
PERDREAU | Jean-Pierre PERDREAU | Zoé PERDREAU | François PERE | Jean-Claude PERRIER
| Julien PERRIER | Benoît PICARD | David PICARD | Emma PICARD | Enora PICARD | Alexandre
PICARDEAU | David PICHAUD | Louis PICHAUD | Marie PICHAUD | François PICHON | Mathieu
PICHOT | Jean-Jacques PIGEON | Valeria PIGOZZO | Maxime PINIER | Cyril PLANCHENAULT
| Richard PLOU | Étienne POULE | Pascal RABATÉ | Brice RAPHALEN | Sébastien RAUD | Louis
RÉTHORÉ | Sébastien RÉTHORÉ | Tristan RIMBAULT | David ROBERT | Roland ROBERT | Antoine
ROBIN | Daniel ROBIN | Samuel ROBIN | Emmanuel RODRIGUEZ | Alain ROTURIER | Ahmad SAEIDI |
Georges-Henri SAULOUP | Franck SEILLE | Jean SIMONIN | Mladen STRBAK | Jean-Marc THÉBAUD
| Arnaud THIERRY | Wilfried THIERRY | Simon THIOU | Yann THOREAU | Aubin TISSIER | Nathan
TISSIER | Benjamin TUDOUX | Stéphane TULEPO | Yvonnick TUSSEAU | Guillaume VARRIN | Michel
VEDI | Teddy VÉRON | François VIAU | Choun VILAYLECK | Alain VIRIEUX | David VIRTUOSE | Audrey
WOLFENSPERGER | John WRIGHT | David ZARD | Thomas ZURBACH
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Director: Andy GUÉRIF
Scenario: Andy GUÉRIF
Settings: Andy GUÉRIF
Simon GROSSIN
Costumes: Maryvonne GUÉRIF
Audrey GOHAUX
Violaine PAUL-AZARD
Editing: Cécile PRADÈRE
Calibration: Julien BISSCHOP
Sound engineer: Gwenaël LABARTA
Sound editing & mixing: Mickaël BARRE
Production director: Claire BONNEFOY
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Production assistants: Nora BARBIER
Johanna BOURSON
Camille CHANDELLIER
Mathilde TRICHET
Producer: Thierry LOUNAS

Main actors:
JESUS Jérôme AUGER
JOHN Mathieu BINEAU
MATTHEW Jean-Gabriel GOHAUX
MATTHEW Paul BENETEAU
PHILIP Guillaume BOISSINOT
PETER Pierre JOSSE
SIMON François GUINDON
THOMAS Gregory MARKOVIC
JUDAS Emmanuel RODRIGUEZ
JUDAS Damien GUÉRIF
JACQUES THE GREATER Sébastien RAUD
JACQUES THE LESSER Xavier BARBARIT
PONTIUS PILATE Gautier PALLANCHER
MARY MAGDALENE Clémence HENRY
MARY Emmanuelle COSSET
ANNA Alain VIRIEUX
HEROD François PICHON
CAIPHAS Jean-Luc HERAULT

